Initial structure, references, and glossary of terms

March 27, 2007

Due: Friday, April 13, 9:00 pm (by email)
Points: 20
Weight in course grade: 5%

For this part of your paper provide an Initial Draft of the essay, a related List of References, and a Glossary of Terms, as follows:

• Paper draft, including:
  ▪ Table of Contents showing paper organization in sections and subsections
  ▪ List of Figures (captions only, not actual content)
  ▪ List of Tables (captions only, not actual content)
  ▪ Abstract (100 to 150 words)
  ▪ Introduction (200 to 400 words)
  ▪ Section titles & brief description of the paper key contents other than the above (100 to 200 words) – point form OK
  ▪ Point-form (bulleted) outline of Future Work and Conclusions

• List of references, with at least <7/10> references, each briefly described (50 to 100 words)

• Glossary of terms, as complete as possible (at least <10/15> terms)